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SAFETY DATASHEET SOYFLOWER 200/1

1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT AND THE COMPANY

- identifi cation of the product: Soyfl our 200/1
- product description: fl our
- trade name: Soyfl our 200/1
- supplier: P.C. van Tuijl B.V.

Batterijenweg 17
4041 DA  Kesteren
Tel. (0488) 470470 / Fax (0488) 482867

- use of the product: feed

2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

- health hazards: none
- ecology hazards: none

3. FIRST AID MEASURES

- skin contact: no danger
- eye contact: avoid the fl our in the eyes, wash with water
- inhalation: avoid inhalation, person should be moved to fresh air
- ingestion: no danger

4. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES

- avoid the dispersion of dust (dust explosion) when you extinquish fi re
- fl ash-point: ± 280 °C (literature)
- ignition temperature: 600 °C (at random sample)
- extinguishing agents: spray with a small water-spray to avoid dust-explosion

5. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

- No danger, usual cleaning

6. HANDLING AND STORAGE

- Store the product in a dry and cool place.
- Avoid the diffusion of moisture in the fl our.
- Shelf life:
- Packing:

12 months 
bulk, bigbag, paperbags

- Prevent static electrical discharges when conveying.
Prevent all other ignition sources.
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7. EXPOSURE CONTROLS / PERSONAL PROTECTION

 - none

8. HYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES (TYPICAL VALUES)

 - Formula:  natural product
     typical analysis: see our product specifi cation
 - Structure:  fl our, 1% >200 micron
 - Colour:  white-yellow
 - Taste:   typical/natural
 - Odor:  typical/natural
 - Density:  ± 550 g/l
 - pH-value  ± 6.7 (50 g/l water)
 - Flash-point ± 280 °C (literature)
 - Dust explosion risk (*a):
     * 20 l Sphere results
     Max Explosion Pressure (bar):    7.8
     Max Rate of  Pressure Rise (bar s-1):  311
     Kst Value (bar s-1):     84
     St Class:       1
     * Min Ignition Energy (mJ):   >500
      Min Ignition Temperature – Dust Cloud (°C):  600
 Changes in composition, particle size, moisture content etc. may affect the results.

9. TABILITY AND REACTIVITY 

 - Shelf life of minimum 12 months, under normal storage conditions.

10. TOXICAL INFORMATION

 - Product is not toxic.

11. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

 - No specifi c requirements
 -  directly sweep or vacuum away. Good handling and hygienic practices should be observed 

in order to minimise dust.
 - Care should be taken to ensure compliance with EC, national and local regulations.

12. REGELATORY INFORMATION

 Classifi cation and labelling according to EC directives.
 - Hazards symbols:  none
 - Name on the label or bag:  Soyfl our 200/1

13. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

 This information relates only to the specifi c material designated and may not be valid for  
 Such material used in combination with any other materials or in any process. 
 Specifi ed values in this document are typical values.
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